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Product Details 
 
Dimensions (mm): 140 x 15 
Available Colours (with closest pantone reference): 
Black, blue ( reflex blue) & black, green (356)& black, 
purple (267) & black, red (200) & black, silver (877) 
& black, silver & blue (286), silver & green (3415), 
silver & purple (2597), silver & red (200), white 
&black, white & blue(reflex blue), white & 
green(356), white & purple (2597), white & red 
(200) 
Ink colour: black 
Branding Methods: Pad, digital 
MOQ: 500 
Unit Weight: 11(g) 
Average lead time:  5 working days* 
 
Packing Specifications 
Quantity Per Box: 1000 
Inner Packaging: 50 per box 
Box Dimensions (cm): 53.0 x 31.0 x 23.0 
Box weight: 13.0 (Kg) 

Product test information: 

CE 

ROHS/MSDS 

REACH 

ISO9001 

SEDEX 

BS7272 

 
 

Branding and artwork guidelines 

Print  Position Print Area 
(mm) 

Type 

1 Facing Left - Pad 60 x 8 PAD 

2 Facing Right - 
Pad 

60 x 8 PAD 

3 Facing Left - 
Digital 

60 x 8 DIGI 

4 Facing Right - 
Digital 

60 x 8 DIGI 

 

Print Guidelines 

Maximum print colours: 4 

Pantone colours are OK on this product but white 

should be avoided on the silver barrel as it is difficult 

to see. Printing multi-colour on a coloured item will 

require a white underprint and 'trap', which may 

leave very small text/fine detail unclear. Pantone 

matches aren’t possible with digital print. 

Text 
Any text should be a minimum of 6 points. 
Fine detail 
Fine detail should be avoided. Lines/detail should be 
no thinner than 0.3mm. 
Fill In 
Filled areas with detail reversed out are at risk of 
filling in. Detail should be no thinner than 0.3mm 
 

*Average lead time based on MOQ, subject to stock 

availability and production capacity. Lead time starts from 

approval of artwork 

 

 

Give your customers a promotional pen that they'll 

really appreciate with our Curvy Stylus Ballpen! 

This bestselling pen combines a ballpoint pen with a 

stylus tip at the top, perfect for use with a variety of 

mobile, touch-screen devices. 

The stylus tip is made from soft-feel material so it 

protects the screen from unwanted scratches. 

Great range of colours options, huge branding area 

and fantastic value for money with this pen. 

Black ink. 


